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more comfortable/' the child learns how to decide what to
wear.
As the child matures he can take greater responsibility for
making choices among garments, first in going shopping with
his parents and being satisfied with their choices for him be-
cause he understands why the selection is made; later, in mak-
ing his own choice between two similar articles, then between
two unlike ones.1 Judgment is developed through making
choices, sometimes succeeding in, and, again, sometimes fail-
ing to make good choices.
Planning for, buying, and keeping the clothing of the fam-
ily in good condition is a major problem for most families,
especially when there are growing boys and girls and the cloth-
ing budget is limited. If self-management of his clothes has
been encouraged by the family, the influence on the nine- and
ten-year-old of what the gang is wearing may be offset by
admitting the child to the family deliberations when the
year's clothing needs are discussed. Most children will re-
spond to this appeal to their judgment. It may help them
to recognize the rights of others in the family and to be inter-
ested in stretching their share of the clothing money and in
getting their money's worth when shopping. Many children
of eleven to thirteen have their own allowance and are able to
assume responsibility for choosing at least part of their ward-
robe. Parents who permit their children to make their own
choices, under guidance, go far toward teaching them values
to look for, and how to proportion their expenditures.
SCHOOL STUDY MAY INCREASE KNOWLEDGE OF
DRESS
Most elementary schools teach about the sources of fibers
and their manufacture into yarns and fabrics for clothing and
household use. The care of one's dothes and how to buy and
wear them is not so generally included in pupils* study. Expe-
* Paulena NickeH and Jean Muir Dorsey, Management in Family Lrvisg,
pp. 394-395.

